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was therefore an epic hero of Russia whose fame had spread to the
German peoples in the thirteenth century, though the account they
gave of him was different from that of the surviving 'byliny'. Con-
versely, the 'byliny5 of Il'ja bear traces of the legend of Detlev
Danske (or Detlieb), in the motif of his powerless early years, the
manner of his leave-taking, and the early skirmishes with robbers.
The robber Solovel owes something to Detlev's opponent, the
bandit Sigurd.
We have already mentioned the ballad adaptation of the Eddie
Thrymskvida, but the indebtedness of the ballads goes further
than that. Only one of the supernatural pieces is used, and in the
heroic ones of the Nibelung cycle we find that the ballad poets
have drawn on newer German material by preference. There
remains the similarity of plot between the second Helgi lay and
Ribbolt and Guldborg (our Earl Brand or The Douglas Tragedy),
and that between the two poems which make up the Svipdagsnidl and
the ballad Ungen SvejdaL In this latter case there need be little
doubt that we are dealing with two forms of the same tradition;
but the interval between the Eddie and ballad styles is immense.
There is a ritual solemnity about the Eddie poems., The waking
of Groa in her grave is only less impressive than that of Angantyr,
and the riddles propounded by Fiolsvinn to Svipdag, while they
are of maddening triviality, have a serious magical import. All
this is loosened in the ballad style, where magical gifts are accepted
with the naivety of a fairy-tale and riddling is a mere contest of
wits. In this case also there is an evident contrast between the
aristocratic manner of the Edda—mythological or heroic—and the
broad, though naive, humanism of the ballads. Alf i Odderskjser
is a rehandling of the Hervararsagay which reckons among the
Eddica minora, and Regnar and Kragelille with the Fight with the
Dragon depend on the post-heroic saga of Ragnar Lodbrok.
Yet one more important Germanic epos to be encountered in
Scandinavian balladry is the tale of Hagbard and Signe, the Tristan
and Isolt of the far north. Saxo Grammaticus has reproduced the
legend in prose and verse, basing his narrative on the older, more
circumstantial epic which has been lost. The Danish ballad is one
of the finest of all the Viser1. The central incident is Hagbard's
disguise in woman's clothes in order to penetrate to Signe's apart-
ment. It survives, probably, in the German and Dutch Prince
a-wooing or Disguised Margrave's Son,

